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Some concepts that
will help you to get
the most out of
libsafe: Digital objects,
processes, storage
isolation, preservation
areas, metadata
management and
others.

Ingestion processes,
auditing jobs,
cataloguing and
retrieving;
explained
step by step.

An overview of the
features, technical
specifications, and
industry standards
implemented and
supported by libsafe.
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Key concepts libsafe: Digital Objects
Digital objects
•

A digital object is a folder in which the
digital files and their required
associated metadata are stored..
– Masters, derivate works and others
– Metadata in any schema and
encapsulated in any format to identify
the object

•

The object is stored in a folder of the
file system

Key concepts libsafe: Hidden processes
Systematic processes
•

The preservation is made out of a series
of processes that must be executed
systematic and repeatedly.
– Ingestion processes
– Retrieval processes
– Internal processes for dissemination,
auditing, analysis and transformation.

Hidden processes
•

Only a small fraction of these processes
are visible to the user, but all are essential
for the preservation of the collection.

Key concepts libsafe: Isolated storage
Isolation for safety

ingestion

º
retrieval

Temporary storage
Accessible area

Preservation storage
Protected area

•

In libsafe, the preservation storage is
isolated at any time.

•

In ingestion jobs, a copy of the
object is preserved and controlled
by libsafe.

•

In retrieval jobs, the user accesses to
temporary copies of the objects,
never the preserved copy itself.

•

This model increases the safety and
eliminates the possibility of incorrect
operation.

Key concepts libsafe: Preservation areas
Preservation area
•

A preservation area identifies a
coherent collection regarding object
format, metadata schema and
preservation plan

Preservation plan
•

A preservation plan documents the
preservation policies: structure, names,
formats of the objects, ingestion
checks, auditing policies and format
transformation.

Key concepts libsafe: No deletion
Perpetual preservation
•

libsafe does not allow, in its standard
configuration, the deletion of the
preserved objects.

•

This avoids operation errors and
preservation flaws.

•

In a nonstandard configuration, libsafe
will be delivered with controlled
removal of objects enabled, following
the rules defined in the preservation
plan.

Key concepts libsafe: Data management
Mandatory metadata
•

A mandatory metadata must have a valid value in
all and any of the objects in the preservation area

•

The object name is always a mandatory metadata
and matches the name of the containing folder

Version metadata group
•

If two objects’ values match, libsafe preserves them
as different versions of the same digital object

Uniqueness metadata group
•

If two objects’ values match, libsafe rejects them
and issues a collision warning

•

libsafe can detect both versions and collisions
among different metadata schema (for instance,
DC.title and marc21-245$a)

Key concepts libsafe: freedom and control
When thinking long-term, control and freedom of
choice about your collection is a must-have.

Massive retrieval
•

In a single click, you can recover your entire
collection, obtaining the original objects and their
metadata as they were ingested.

Open-source retrieve module
•

The retrieve module has been licensed open source,
so that you can access your collection even without
libsafe.

objects unaltered
•

The preserved objects are stored with no alteration
in their structure. As a last resort, they will always
be accessible through the preservation storage.

Key concepts libsafe: Customer extensible
libsafe is architecture based in plugins, so that the
customer can expand its capabilities to adapt libsafe to
very specific collections and needs.

Sanitization and ingestion plugins
•

Example: Check that data in files matches a
database field at ingestion time.

Custom metadata schema
•

Using XSL style sheets, libsafe can process virtually
any custom metadata schema encapsulated in XML.

Plugins for metadata import
•

The customer can expand libsafe to be able to
extract metadata in any schema and transmission
format, event connecting online to a catalogue or
database.

Topology and architecture of libsafe
Firewall
libdata

libsafe
NAS

SAN

Internal database and
temporary storage for
ingestion and retrieval

DAS

Isolated and protected
preservation storage
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Operating libsafe: System log on
Login and access
security
•

User authentication with
username/password that can be
integrated with Windows Server
domain credentials

•

Possibility of integration with
OTP (One Time Password) tools
for enhanced security

Operating libsafe: System log on
The most common
functions, easily
accessible
•

In the welcome screen
you will find a summary
of your collection status,
as well as direct links to
the main functionalities
of libsafe

Operating libsafe: Ingestion (1/3)
Object ingestion

MATERIAL
SANITIZATION
Verification of folder
and files names;
temporary and
system files deletion;
correction of access
rights; format
identification with
DROID.

METADATA
INCORPORATION
Extracting and
incorporation of
metadata.

VALIDITY
CHECKING
Checking of the
structure of the
object, names,
contents and validity
of the formats with
JHOVE, following the
specifications of the
preservation plan.

•

Just click on the highlighted
option “create new ingestion
job”

•

The whole process consist of five
steps

COPY AND
ARCHIVAL
Copy of the objects to
all the secured
repositories defined
in the preservation
plan.

AUDITING
Auditing and checking
that the whole
process has run
properly.
After this stage, the
objects are
considered to be
preserved.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion (2/3)
Preservation area
•

After ingestion job creation, the
user selects the preservation
area suitable for the material,
choosing among the defined and
available in their libsafe
configuration.

•

The preservation area
determines the sanitization,
policies, metadata schema,
ingestion checks, destination of
multiple copies and automatic
auditing processes that will be
applied to the objects.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion (3/3)
Validation
•

A summary of the ingestion
job configuration is shown,
along with the preservation
plan and the objects to be
ingested.

Ingestion starts
•

Once everything is checked to
be correct, press “next” and
“start job”.

•

The process is automatic, so
that the operator can focus on
other tasks-

•

At the end, libsafe sends a
report.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion – sanitization
Sanitization processes
The goal is to verify that the objects
are in a proper condition for their
preservation today and their usability
in the future.
Depending on the plan, some of the
next actions will be performed:
•

Folder and file name verification.

•

Attributes and rights fixity.

•

Hidden, temporary and/or system
files deletion.

•

File format inventory with DROID
(able to detect more than 1.100
file formats).

Operating libsafe: Ingestion – metadata
The objects are explored to locate,
read and import the metadata
associated to them:
•

libsafe is preconfigured with the
standards Dublin Core, Marc21
and ISAD(g).

•

Using XSLT style sheets, virtually
any metadata schema encoded in
XML can be imported.

•

Expandable with plugins to any
other metadata source: custom
schema, CSV and other file
formats, even connection to an
online database or catalogue.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion – checking
libsafe validates the objects following
the preservation plan:
•

Presence of specific folders or
files (metadata, masters, etc.).

•

Folder and file name conventions
as defined in the plan.

•

File format validity with JHOVE.

•

Object, folder and file empty, or
oddly small or large.

•

Numeric sequence detection in
file names.

The customer can expand the
verification processes through
plugins.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion – archival
In the archival stage, libsafe copies
the objects in all and each of the
storage groups defined in the
preservation plan:
•

The structure of the object
remains unchanged during
archival. In an emergency, all your
collection will be directly
accessible.

•

Unlimited number of copies.

•

libsafe can use virtually any
storage technology pluggable to
Windows Server.

•

The copies are not synchronized;
so that error transmission among
them is avoided.

•

Each copy keeps information
about the location of the others.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion - auditing
When the archival step ends, libsafe
executes an auditing process to verify
that all the ingestion job has run
smoothly and all the copies archived
are correct:
•

To audit, libsafe gets information
of the object from the internal
database and from all and each of
its locations.

•

Any file modified, added or
deleted is detected during
auditing, and a warning report is
sent.

Operating libsafe: Ingestion complete
Ingestion complete
•

Once all the steps are finished,
the progress bar shows that the
operation has ended successfully.

•

In case of error, libsafe sends an
warning report with detailed
information.

•

libsafe can be configured to send
all the completion and status
report through email, or can be
consulted on the web interface.

Operating libsafe: Preserved collection
The structure of the preserved object remains unchanged
•

The original folders and files are kept as supplied and ingested, without any alteration nor
algorithm applied like image processing, compression, deduplication, etc.

•

In this graphic (corresponding to a real object) it is shown that libsafe has deleted the hidden
system file thumbs.db (as stated in the preservation plan) and has added three metadata files
with information about the preservation process. The rest remains unchanged.

•

This approach allows the collection to be always accessible and controlled by the customer.

Operating libsafe: Catalogue (1/4)
Catalogue and search
•

The catalogue includes three
options to locate objects:
–

Manual navigation

–

Simple search

–

Advanced search

Operating libsafe: Catalogue (2/4)
Navigation
•

Manually surfing the
collection is ideal for
small number of objects.

•

Even though, the user
can filter and sort the
results to reach the
requested object.

Operating libsafe: Catalogue (3/4)
Simple search
•

The simple search interface
allows the user to locate an
object looking for a text in the
object name or any metadata
descriptor or the ingestion
date.

•

Again, the results can be
surfed, refined and sorted
until the user locates the
requested object.

Operating libsafe: Catalogue (4/4)
Advanced search
•

The advanced search allows
the user to select the specific
metadata descriptor to look
into, object size, and the
combination and
concatenation of any number
of those criteria.

Operating libsafe: Object detailed sheet
When the desired object is located, a
detailed object information sheet is
presented, with data about the object and
with access to actions on it.

Actions on the object

Object information
General information about the object

Retrieve the object or any
of its component files

Audit this object from the
information sheet

Associated metadata, folder and file structure,
and links to other versions of the object

File formats, with its DROID identifier, and
analysis of the risks that may affect the object
Location and status of the disseminated copies
Preservation events on the object
(ingestion, auditing, retrievals)

Operating libsafe: Auditing (1/4)
Automatic auditing
•

libsafe performs automatic preconfigured auditing over the
whole preserved content and over
all the disks involved in
preservation

•

During the auditing, the
information of the object and
digital fingerprint stored in the
database and in all and each of its
copied are verified to match

Operating libsafe: Auditing (2/4)
the auditing jobs can be perform on a
disk basis, on a preservation area or on
a set of preserved objects.

Operating libsafe: Auditing (3/4)
User-defined audits
•

The user can define their own
auditing processes

•

Once the elements to be audited
are selected (disks or objects), the
job can be scheduled periodically
or executed immediately

•

Both options are compatible

Operating libsafe: Auditing (4/4)
The collection, always
under your control
•

libsafe verifies the accessibility
and integrity of the objects by
checking its digital fingerprint
(hash md5), created during the
preservation process, and sends
the result report accordingly.
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Ingestion processes

libsafe preservation platform: features
Sanitization of
materials

Sanitization sets formal aspects of the material to be ingesting.
• Verification and correction of file permissions
• Verification of illegal characters in file names and folders
• Verification of the maximum size of folder paths
• Deletion of system files and temporary application files and folders
• Inventory of file formats with DROID
• Extensible with user-defined controls for specific materials

Checks in
ingestion phase

The ingestion checks verify the validity of the content to be ingesting:
• Checks at object, file or folder level
• Existence checking and verification of valid size ranges
• Name and character convention checking according to preservation plan
• Format and content validity check with JHOVE
• Extensible with user-defined controls for specific materials

Metadata

•
•
•
•

Dissemination
and archival

• libsafe is able to disseminate and audit objects without any limitation on the
number of copies
• Copies may be stored in different technologies and in different geographical
locations

Preloaded with Dublin Core, Marc21 and ISAD (G) standard schemas
Ability to include custom metadata schemas defined by the user
Ability to read custom XML files, or other user-defined format files
Possibility of connecting and loading metadata from catalogue or database

Catalogue and retrieval

libsafe preservation platform: features
Search criteria

• Three methods for object search: Surfing the collection, simple search and
advanced search
• Simple search allows the user to search for text in the object name or any
metadata field.
• Advanced search allows the user to specify search criteria in individual
metadata descriptors, and combine multiple search criteria
• The search results can be filtered and sorted by any field result

Object sheet and
visualization

• Once the object has been located, the user can access a detailed sheet of the
state of preservation of it, including: name, metadata, folder and files
structure, versions, stored copies and status, potential risks and actions
record.
• Some actions can be performed directly from the detailed object sheet:
display, audit and retrieval.

Retrieval of
objects

• The preserved material is available for single object retrieval, preservation
area retrieval or entire collection retrieval.
• The user always gets a copy of the object; The information preserved is kept
isolated from external access, and free of risk of accidental modification.

Data management, audits, and safety

libsafe preservation platform: features
Versions,
collisions and
deletion

• Metadata groups for uniqueness (e.g., bar code). In case of conflict, operator
action is requested.
• Metadata groups for versioning (e.g., title). In case of conflict, the object is
preserved as a new version.
• The descriptors in the groups can be in different metadata schemes
• Preserved objects can not be deleted

Security
characteristics

• libsafe stores information of the object, including its digital fingerprint and
the location of each copy in a central database and in each of the copies.
• As a result, the whole collection may be fully recovered from any of the
copies in case of error.
• libdata includes internal redundancy with the capability to recover data
within the array even with two disk failure

Audits

• libsafe automatically audits the integrity of the whole collection. The user
receives a report that guarantees that their objects are in perfect condition
of preservation and management
• Audits can be perform at disk, object and preservation area.
• Additionally, the operator can perform manual audits.

Uncommon
processes

• The data is stored so that in exceptional cases the whole collection and
metadata can be retrieved directly from the preservation disks, even if the
internal redundancy system of libdata is activated (unlike traditional RAID
systems).

libsafe preservation platform: features

System and
storage

libsafe runs in a standard Windows Server box
• Operating system Windows Server 2008R2 with Internet Information Server
and WAMP stack
• 64 bits Quad Core processor with 12GB RAM memory
• 700GB hard disk space for system, temporary storage and internal database
• Preservation storage: Compatible with virtually any storage architecture that
can be accessed from a Windows Server.

Architecture

Plugins

• libsafe‘s plugin architecture allows the user to extend its features and
capabilities in a flexible way that can suit the specific needs of any type of
collection
• The plugins can be incorporated into:
• Metadata schemas and import filters from files, databases or
catalogues
• Sanitization and preparation of custom objects
• Validity checks of the object structure, formats and contents
• Transformations and evolution of formats
• libnova develops and incorporates the processes and formats widely
adopted in the industry into the new versions of its plugins
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